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Holds your gadgets when you can’t.



Issue: Consumer desire for customization of portable electronic devices contin-
ues to grow. As a result, manufacturers of electronic mobile devices like Apple 
and Samsung  continue to react to various consumer needs creating a massive 
array of smartphones, tablets and phablets. These devices have various physical 
dimensions (screen size, width, height, depth) and are used in various settings  
(cars, indoor, outdoor). The variety makes the category of gadget accessories 
(mounts, stands, cases and etc.) extremely complex to shop and to manage.
 
Keizus Solution: Quadropod+Clamp provides simplicity and engagement in the 
category of gadget accessories. Keizus is a multi-purpose gadget holder that can 
be used for comfortable screen positioning, stable picture taking, video shooting, 
time-lapse photography and much more. Keizus is universal and can accommo-
date various electronic devices like smartphones, tablets, phablets, cameras, 
camcorders or tripods in various settings like indoor, outdoor or in the car.
 
Quadropod+Clamp is made to be fun and engaging — its design is inspired by 
human body architecture that most people can relate to. The Quadropod links 
are detachable and reconfigurable. The Clamp can be unscrewed from the Qua-
dropod’s body to serve as a tripod adapter.

Fits all gadgets



Keizus Features

Holds for the best viewing experience

Alike to the human body, Keizus has a multi joint 
structure that is intuitively simple and easy to use. 
It allows you to adjust angles and positions for the 
most comfortable viewing experience, even in the 
most extreme conditions!

Enjoy your gadgets in the car

Real freedom comes with universality. With just a 
few simple steps you can easily convert your 
Keizus to the tablet mount for your rear-seat 
passengers.

Gadgets are… Your action cameras!

Keizus comes with the Clamp — a compact tripod 
mount for any smartphone or tablet within a 
range of 7mm to 13mm in thickness. This makes 
the Clamp ideal for most modern smartphones 
and tablets

Taking selfies has never been easier

Take fun self-timer shots, create awesome 
time-lapse photo series or make neat stop motion 
videos. Keizus has integrated a ball-head type 
mount that makes it easy to fine-tune your 
composition.


